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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION OF SMALL RNAS AND DNA METHYLATION IN GENE 
REGULATION 
 
1.1    Small RNAs in Post-transcriptional Gene Regulation 
Regulatory RNAs have garnered attention due to their significant roles in 
gene regulation and potential uses as therapeutic drugs (1-3). More and more 
regulatory small RNAs (sRNAs) and long non-coding RNAs were discovered to 
control gene expression (4,5). Regulatory RNAs can modulate gene expression 
at many biological steps, like post-transcriptional level and transcriptional level 
via chromatin remodeling (6). 
The best-known examples of eukaryotic small regulatory RNAs are those 
involved in RNA interferences (RNAi), pathways that control post-transcriptional 
gene silencing (PTGS) (Figure 1.1A) (7-9). Briefly, long-dsRNAs are trimmed by 
the Dicer protein to form short interfering RNAs (siRNAs) or micro RNAs 
(miRNAs) (10,11). One strand of the small dsRNAs is degraded while the other 
strand binds to the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC) (12). The short RNA 
then serves as a guide for the RISC to target specific mRNAs. Two possible 
outcomes can occur. One is mRNA degradation, which silences translation from 
the mRNA. This outcome is usually associated with perfect pairing between the 
miRNA and its target. The other outcome, occurring when base paring is 
imperfect, is translation inhibition (7,13).  
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Fig 1.1. Comparison of eukaryotic RNAi mechanism and bacterial sRNA-
mediated post-transcriptional gene regulation. (A) Eukaryotic RNAi pathways. 
Short siRNAs and miRNAs are cut from long dsRNAs by Dicer in the cytoplasm. One 
strand is selectively loaded on RISC, leading to post-transcriptional gene regulation. 
Perfect base pairing between a small RNA and an mRNA leads to the degradation of 
the mRNA, whereas an imperfect base pair typically results in translation inhibition. 
(B) Bacterial sRNA-mediated post-transcriptional gene regulation. Hfq binds to an 
sRNA or an mRNA, and brings those two close enough to base pair. Similar to RNAi, 
this leads to degradation of the mRNA (pathway 3) or inhibition of its translation 
(pathway 2). Hfq can also lead to up-regulation by either preventing mRNA 
degradation or freeing the Shine-Dalgarno sequence for ribosome binding (pathway 
1).  
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Research on bacterial small RNAs in gene regulation is not as intense as 
RNAi; however, the fundamental similarities between the two systems and their 
essential functions require our attention to understand both of them 
comprehensively. Similar to eukaryotic short regulatory RNAs, bacterial sRNAs 
serve as guides for protein complexes to either degrade the mRNA targets, or 
inhibit their translation by initiating refolding of the mRNA (14). Besides down-
regulation, bacterial sRNAs sometimes are involved in up-regulation of genes 
(15).  
On the other hand, some necessary differences in bacteria make their 
systems simpler yet efficient. Unlike short miRNAs or siRNAs in eukaryotic cells, 
bacterial sRNAs are relatively long (typically 50-300nt), and have folded 
secondary structures (14,16,17). Usually, a strong G-C rich stem at the 3’ end of 
an sRNA is necessary for Rho-independent transcriptional termination, and a 
single strand region in between hairpins is an important site for protein binding 
(Figure 1.1B) (18,19). 
An RNA chaperone protein, Hfq, binds to the single strand region of 
sRNAs for further gene regulation (Figure 1.1B) (20). Hfq binds to mRNAs as 
tightly as it does to sRNAs (21,22), and facilitates paring between the two RNAs 
by increasing their local concentration, as well as inducing local structural 
changes (22,23).  
Small regulatory RNAs have biological significance to quickly adjust gene 
expression patterns to cope with various stresses. Usually, bacterial regulatory 
sRNAs control gene regulation in pathways such as stress adaptation and 
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virulence (24,25). For example, when under cold stress and oxidative stress, 
E.coli can increase the transcription of small RNAs DsrA and ArcZ, respectively, 
to up-regulate a RNA polymerase sigma factor, RpoS, to cope with the stress 
(26). This adaption is much quicker than other regulation methods, and it also 
saves energy compared to constantly making and degrading proteins to respond 
to potentially short-term environmental changes. 
Besides the differences mentioned earlier, some other contrasts of small 
RNAs mediated regulation in eukaryotes and bacteria are notable.  First, 
eukaryotic RNA transcription occurs inside nuclei, and post-transcriptional 
regulatory functions of RNAs takes place in the cytoplasm. This spatial restriction 
limits the direct interaction between components of transcription and translation 
machineries, and only permits newly discovered co-transcripitonal gene 
regulation mechanism through small RNAs in nucleus (27). In bacteria, this 
separation is not present, which provides unique conditions that may lead to 
some potential relations, such as co-translation-and-transcriptional gene 
regulation. Second, bacterial sRNAs usually do not require further post-
transcriptional processing to be active. This might be related to the 
aforementioned fact that bacterial sRNAs do not need to be transported outside 
of the nuclei as long dsRNAs. Omitting the transporting and dicing steps, 
bacterial sRNAs can respond to stresses faster than human sRNAs, which is 
essential for short-lived bacteria whose normal doubling time is about 20 
minutes.  
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1.2    DNA Methylation in Gene Regulation 
Besides regulatory RNAs, DNA methylation is another mechanism of gene 
expression found in both eukaryotic and bacterial systems. Two types of DNA 
methylation are known as 5-methyl cytosine (m5C) and N6-methyl adenine in 
bacteria, carried out by DNA cytosine methyltransferases (Dcm) and DNA 
adenine methyltransferase (Dam), respectively (Figure 1.2) (28). In contrast, 
higher eukaryotes use only m5C modification, carried DNA methyltransferases 
(DNMTs). Only a small number of m6A presences in lower eukaryotes(29). Dcm 
recognizes the 5’-CCWGG-3’ sites, where W is A or T, and methylates the inner 
cytosine on both strands, whereas DNMTs recognize and methylate CpG 
islands; Dam methylates the adenine in the sequence of 5’-GATC-3’ (28,30-32). 
Dcm, together with Dam, are involved in restriction-modification system (33).  
Dynamic methylation cycles are controlled by the combination of 
methylation and demethylation. An unmethylated DNA can become fully 
methylated through de novo DNA methylation. A hemi-methylated DNA can be 
methylated through the mechanism of DNA methylation maintenance. In 
eukaryotes, the job of methylation is distributed to de novo methyltransferases 
DNMT3A and DNMT3B and maintenance methyltransferase DNMT1 (32), while 
in bacteria, both de novo methylation and maintenance methylation are both 
catalyzed by Dcm since it is the only DNA cytosine methyltransferase (34). There 
are two ways to demethylate a site of DNA modification. One way is through the 
passive demethylation pathway. Here an unmethylated daughter strand is 
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synthesized after one round of replication to make a hemi-methylated DNA. If 
replication occurs prior to the double strand methylation, the progeny of this cell  
 
Fig 1.2. DNA Methylation reactions carried out by Dcm and Dam.  (A) 
Cytosine is methylated to m5C by Dcm, and (B) adenine is methylated to m6A by 
Dam. 
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will lose the methylation mark. Bacteria have only passive demethylation. The 
second approach is the active removal of a methyl group from a cytosine, which 
has been recently found in mammals, but the mechanism is still unclear (35,36).  
One possibility is the oxidation of m5C by TET1 protein to produce the 
intermediate of 5-hydroxymethylcytosine (5hmC) (37), which can be further 
oxidized into 5-formylcytosine (5fC) and 5-carboxylcytosine (5caC) (38). These 
modifications hinder the recognition by methylation maintenance machinery on 
the possible methylation sites (39). Alternatively, other proteins in the DNA 
deamination pathway could actively deaminate m5C and create T:G mutation, 
which will further convert back to C:G pair by DNA repair machinery (39,40).  
Dam has essential functions in gene regulation affecting DNA replication, 
chromosome segregation, mismatch repair and transcriptional gene regulation 
(41-43). Transcriptional control by Dam is exemplified by the well-studied case of 
pap operon (44-46). PapA and PapB proteins in the pap operon are essential 
proteins for pili formation for E.coli to infect urinary tracts (47). A cluster of six 
conserved 5’-GATC-3’ sites is found in their promoter region. Work of David Low 
showed that these sites can be evenly divided into proximal sites and distal sites, 
and the binding of the transcription factor leucine response protein (Lrp) at 
proximal sites inhibits the Dam methylation and blocks the RNA polymerase 
binding, so the genes cannot be transcribed and bacteria do not grow pili 
(41,44,48). Methylation on the proximal sites repels Lrp, leading it to bind at the 
unmethylated distal sites together with PapI protein; hence, the RNA polymerase 
can bind to the proximal sites and transcribe PapA and PapB (41,44,48). From 
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this example, we can learn that DNA adenine methylation is essential in 
transcriptional gene regulation, and this regulation can have either positive or 
negative influence in bacteria. 
In contrast to Dam, little is known about Dcm-dependent gene regulation. 
Deletion of dcm causes no obvious defects (34). We would not expect to see a 
regulatory role for Dcm, since DNA cytosine methylation in eukaryotes is often 
involved in the chromatin remodeling to silence genes at transcriptional level, and 
plays a significant role in many pathways, such as genomic imprinting (49), 
development of cancer (50), and silencing repetitive elements (6). Two recent 
studies showed that Dcm may be involved in the gene regulation during the 
stationary phase (51,52). One of the studies showed that Dcm is highly 
conserved in many E.coli strains and it may affect ribosomal RNA expression 
(51). The other, a bisulfite sequencing study, showed that Dcm methylation is not 
saturated in the exponential growth phase, but it reaches saturation in the 
stationary phase; and a global gene regulator, RpoS, correlated with cytosine 
methylation level changes at its promoter during the transition to the stationary 
phase (52).   
 
1.3  RNA-directed DNA Methylation in Eukaryotic Cells 
As introduced earlier, regulatory RNAs, especially short RNAs, control 
gene expression at the post-transcriptional level, whereas DNA methylation 
controls gene at the transcriptional level through chromatin remodeling. While it 
may seem that these two regulatory pathways are distinct and separate at first 
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glance, actually they are quite intertwined in some cases of transcriptional gene 
silencing (TGS). The best-known mechanism for this is RNA-directed DNA 
methylation (RdDM). RdDM was first found in plants, and later similar pathways 
were also found in yeast and humans (53-55). 
Much of our understanding of TGS mechanisms derives from pioneering 
studies done in plants (Figure 1.3). In Arabidopsis, the DNA methylation loci are 
often near repetitive sequences interspersed throughout the genome, and about 
one-third of the methylated DNA loci are close to siRNAs (56). The synthesis of 
siRNAs requires Pol IV, a DNA-dependent RNA polymerase (57,58). Pol IV 
transcribes long single stranded RNA, and then an RNA-dependent RNA 
polymerase RDR2 uses the long ssRNA as template to synthesize a double 
stranded RNA (57). Short RNAs are cleaved from the long dsRNA by a Dicer-like 
protein DCL3 (57), and then methylated at 3’-terminals by HUA ENHANCER 1 
(HEN1) (59,60). The siRNAs then load onto AGO4 or AGO6 (61,62). Recent 
studies suggested the mechanism that siRNAs then base pair with an 
untranslated scaffold RNA (63). This scaffold RNA is transcribed from a non-
coding region of a target gene by another plant-specific enzyme DNA-dependent 
RNA polymerase V (63), which would then recruit domain rearranged 
methyltransferase 2 (DRM2) to methylate the adjacent DNA. Other chromatin 
remodeling proteins, like chromatin-remodeling protein DRD1, are then recruited 
to cause chromatin remodeling and gene silencing (64,65). Unlike the RNAi 
pathways, the small regulatory RNAs in RdDM-dependent pathways regulate 
gene expression at the transcriptional level. This extension allows sRNAs to  
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Figure 1.3. The current model for the RNA-directed DNA methylation 
pathway. The siRNAs, bound to AGO4 or AGO6, base pair with mRNA targets, 
which are mRNA scaffolds transcribed from nuclear RNA polymerase V or 
polymerase II (64,66,67). Consequently, this complex recruits DNA cytosine 
methyltransferase, and guides chromatin modifications at promoter regions, and 
then leads to subsequent transcriptional gene silencing. 
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have long-term influence compared to the PTGS pathways.  
The lack of the long-term regulatory mechanisms of regulatory RNAs in 
bacteria motivated us to search for additional regulatory functions of sRNAs. In 
my study, I initiated the study of the potential regulatory roles of bacterial sRNA 
and Hfq at the transcriptional level through promoter methylation. The role of 
Dam in transcriptional gene regulation has been well studied, but the research on 
Dcm has been lagging behind. Therefore, we were interested in the investigation 
of the Dcm on such a promoter methylation event. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
EXPERIMENTAL AND BIOINFORMATIC SEARCHES FOR POTENCIAL 
REGULATORY ROLES OF DCM  
 
2.1 Introduction 
Hfq is a key player in the network of sRNA-mediated gene regulation. 
Regulatory sRNAs are intertwined by Hfq to form a network of regulations under 
various growth conditions, and those RNAs compete against each other for the 
relatively limited amount of Hfq (14,68). It binds to different sRNAs expressed 
under specific stress conditions to modulate gene expressions in response to 
certain stresses (Figure 2.1) (20,69). Previous studies from our lab and other 
labs have shown that Hfq binds to groups of proteins that have distinct functions, 
like proteins in RNA degradasome and proteins involved in RNA modification 
(70). Based on these results, our lab hypothesized that Hfq would associate with 
different proteins and sRNAs to achieve distinct functions in various pathways.  
To identify proteins that may compose the Hfq-sRNA-protein complexes, a 
sequential two-step purification method was used by Taewoo Lee, a previous 
member of our lab. Three known Hfq binding sRNAs, DsrA, SgrS and RydB were 
used as bait in the first purification column, and complexes associated with an 
sRNA were pulled out using an RNA affinity column that bound to an artificial tail 
of the sRNA. To further purify proteins that specifically associate with an sRNA 
and Hfq, a Co2+ column was then used to bind to the His-tagged Hfq. Identities of 
the proteins were assessed by mass spectrometry. The result showed that many  
13 
 
 
 
 
Fig 2.1. Hfq-centered, sRNA-mediated post-transcriptional gene regulation 
network. Structure of Hfq protein is shown in the center, and surrounding circles 
represent different sRNAs that expressed under different stress conditions as 
indicated. The mRNA targets can be degraded (light blue squares), translational 
activated (green squares) or repressed (red squares). The figure is an updated 
version of a figure prepared by Taewoo; I updated the regulatory network on 
rpoS. 
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Fig. 2.2. Comfirmation of hfq and dsrA knockout strains. (A) Confirmation of 
hfq knockout using western blotting. Hfq proteins were present in GM30 (lane 1) 
and GM31 (lane 3), but not in DL2 (lane 2) and DL1 (lane 4). (B) Primers for 
confirmation of dsrA knockouts. Primer F and primer R target dsrA upstream and 
downstream regions, and would give a PCR product of 323 bp if dsrA gene is in 
the genome. A PCR product of 1729 bp would be detected if cam cassette 
replaces dsrA gene in the correct genome site. (C) PCR amplification to confirm 
dsrA knockout. The dsrA gene was intact in GM30 (lane 3), GM31 (lane 4), DL1 
(lane 5), DL2 (lane 6), but was replaced by cam cassettes in DL7 (lane 7) and 
DL8 (lane 8). 
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previously known Hfq-binding proteins or RNA binding proteins were successfully 
pulled out, such as RNase E. Interestingly, a couple of new proteins were 
identified, one of whom was Dcm. The unexpected discovery of Dcm in the pool 
could be a promising result, if it was not a non-specific false positive result from 
the experiment. 
The first question that needed to be answered was whether the potential 
Dcm and Hfq interaction in the previous pull down assay was biologically 
relevant. To answer this question was not easy, because we needed to select the 
biological phenotypes from a large number of possible phenotypes that may be 
affected by either Dcm or Hfq. Previous studies in our lab tried to find out if Hfq 
affected known Dcm functions, and find no defect cytosine methylation in vivo 
when Hfq was disrupted (Taewoo’s thesis). I investigated the biological 
phenotypes of dcm and hfq knockout strains to find out unknown roles of Dcm on 
the known Hfq functions.  
 
2.2  Results and Discussion 
A classic role of Hfq is gene regulation under stress, so we investigated 
whether Dcm was also involved in such a gene regulation mechanism. These 
phenotypes can be tested using dcm and hfq::kan single knockout strains, and 
the double knockout strain; their effects can be tested by monitoring cell growth 
rates under different stress conditions. Several typical Hfq-related stresses were 
tested, including cold stress, oxidative stress, osmotic stress and nutrient 
starvation. Strains used in my research are listed in Table 2.1, and the knockout  
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Table 2.1 E.coli strains used in the study. 
Strain  Genotypes  Source  
GM30 F-, thr
-1, araC14, leuB6 (Am), fhuA31, lacY1, 
tsx-78, glnV44 (AS), galK2 (Oc), galT22, LAM-, 
hisG4 (Oc), rpsL136 (strR), xylA5, mtl-1, thi-1 
(40) 
GM31 GM30, dcm
-6 (40) 
DL1 GM30, dcm
-6, hfq::kan This study  
DL2 GM30, hfq::kan This study 
DL7 GM30, dsrA::cam This study 
DL8 GM30, dcm
-6, dsrA::cam This study 
DL9 GM30, dsrA (cam cassette from DL7 was 
flipped out) 
This study 
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strains constructed by me were confirmed using Western blots and PCR (Figure 
2.2).   
 
2.2.1 Dcm affects bacteria growth phenotypes in nutrient starvation, but 
not in oxidative stress or osmotic stress 
Since Hfq was known to regulate gene expression under nutrient limitation 
conditions (72,73), I tested whether Dcm may affect cell growth phenotype 
through Hfq under this condition. The strains were grown in M9 media as 
described in the Methods and Materials section. As expected, the hfq::kan strain 
grew slower than the wt strain. Interestingly, the dcm strain grew much slower 
than the wt cells and the hfq::kan strain (Figure 2.3). This phenotype implies that 
Dcm functions in bacterial adaptation to nutrient starvation. This result supports 
our hypothesis that Dcm is somehow involved in gene regulation under non-
optimal growth conditions. 
To evaluate whether Hfq and Dcm work together to affect growth during 
nutrient starvation, we compared the effect of hfq in the strains with or without 
dcm. The difference in growth rate between the dcm and wt strains, and the 
difference between the hfq::kan and dcm hfq::kan double mutant strains were 
about the same (Figure 2.3). This result implies that Hfq may not contribute to 
this Dcm-mediated phenotype. 
Oxidative stress and osmotic stress were also tested. Oxidative shock was 
introduced to exponentially grow cells by adding H2O2 as described in the 
Materials and Methods, and cell growth curves were followed for about 3 hours.  
18 
 
 
 
Fig 2.3. Growth curves under nutrient starvation. Growth curves of E. coli wt 
cells (black line with solid squares), dcm strains (blue line with open squares), 
hfq::kan stains (green line with open triangles) and the double mutant strain dcm 
hfq::kan (red line with solid triangles) grew in M9 media were measured 
periodically as indicated. One set of experiments was shown here, and the same 
experiment was repeated on a different day to confirm the result. Error bars 
represent ±SEM measured from three independent experiments on the same 
day.  
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Fig 2.4. Dcm does not affect cell growth under oxidative stress and osmotic 
stress. Solid lines represent cells grown without stress conditions, and dashed 
lines represent cells undergo stresses. (A) H2O2 was added to cells at the 
OD600=0.5-0.7 as indicated with arrows on the plot: the first arrow before 2 hour 
represent the point that H2O2 was added to the wt cells, and the second arrow is 
the point that H2O2 was added to the other cell cultures. (B) NaCl was added to 
cell cultures at time zero. One set of each experiment was shown here, and the 
same experiment was repeated on different days to confirm the result.   
20 
 
 
The results showed no significant effect of the oxidative shock on the cell growth 
rates (Figure 2.4A). Osmotic stress was applied to exponential cells by adding 
NaCl to the LB media. Similarly, no significant effect was observed as well 
(Figure 2.4B). Thus, Dcm may not have an obvious role in growth rate in these 
two stress conditions.  
 
2.2.2 Hfq and Dcm together affect phenotypes under cold stress 
Since Hfq did not have an obvious effect on the Dcm-mediated stress 
response in above conditions tested, I then continued the search under the cold 
shock. Growth rates were measured in pre-warmed LB media at 30°C (cold 
stress) and 37°C. The dcm hfq::kan double knockout strain grew much faster 
than the hfq::kan strain at 30°C (Figure 2.5). Thus, the slow growth defect in the 
absence of Hfq was largely recovered by further disruption of Dcm at cold 
temperature. This phenotype supports the hypothesis that Dcm and Hfq have 
synergistic effects on cell growth as if the phenotype requires both genes to fulfill 
their individual roles in the stress response pathway.  
Another phenotype examined relates to the formation of minicells under 
cold stress. Minicells occur due to defects in DNA segregation after replication, 
resulting in polar cell division such that one of the daughter cells lacks its normal 
complement of genomic DNA (74-76). To test whether Dcm might be linked to 
this phenotype, fluorescence microscopy was used to observe cell morphology in 
stationary cells grown at 30°C in M9 medium, conditions where minicells were 
previously reported to occur (77). Minicells comprised about 6% of the population  
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in the hfq::kan background (Figure 2.6), similar to previous studies (77), while 
minicells frequency in dcm cells (0.3%) was comparable to wildtype (0.5%). 
Compared to the hfq::kan or dcm single mutants, the dcm hfq::kan mutant 
produced even more minicells (12%) than the hfq::kan mutant (arrows, Figure 
2.5D). This study also revealed an additional unexpected phenotype, dcm 
hfq::kan double mutant E.coli exhibited marked defects in cell division, including 
the formations of elongated cells containing diffuse nucleoids (Figure 2.6). The 
surprising effect of Dcm and Hfq on nucleoid structure may indicate that Dcm and 
Hfq work together directly or indirectly in regulatory circuits that affect cell division 
and nucleoid packaging.  
Note that the minicells were produced under conditions of both the cold 
stress and nutrient starvation. Further experiments are needed to elucidate the 
role of Dcm and Hfq in individual stress conditions. For my study here, the goal of 
searching for a biologically relevant phenotype controlled by both Dcm and Hfq 
was achieved in the above experiments.  
By comparing phenotypes tested under different stress conditions, several 
conclusions can be made. First, Dcm has effects on cell growth rate under 
different stress conditions, especially under nutrient starvation. Second, Dcm and 
Hfq together have roles in cell growth and cell division under cold stress. Third, 
Dcm is not involved in all the Hfq-mediated stress conditions, but instead its role 
is neglected to a subset of these pathways.  
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Fig. 2.5. Dcm and Hfq had synergistic phenotypes under cold stress. 
Growth rates of wild type strain (solid squares and black lines), dcm (open 
squares and blue lines), hfq (solid circles and green lines) and double mutant 
dcm hfq::kan (open circles and red lines) strains were measured in pre-warmed 
LB media with proper antibiotics. OD600 values were recorded every hour in (A) 
30°C and (B) 37 °C cultures. Error bars represent ±SEM measured from three 
independent experiments on different days. Significant differences between hfq 
knockout and dcm hfq::kan double mutant were labeled (*p ≤ 0.05) as measured 
by two-tailed t tests.  
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Fig 2.6. Minicell productions under cold stress. Absence of Dcm and Hfq 
increases minicell production and cell division in stationary-phase cells in M9 
medium at 30°C. Cells were stained with FM4-64 (membrane) and DAPI (DNA 
nucleoids). Representative images from one experiment are shown, and 
minicells are pointed out by arrows. Percentages of minicells shown in 
parentheses are averages from three replicate experiments.   
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2.2.3 Bioinformatic search for potential target genes 
To further understand the mechanisms leading to the phenotypes 
observed, I looked for inspiration from DNA methylation in other biological 
systems. By analogy to RdDM in eukaryotic transcriptional gene regulation and 
Dam in bacterial transcriptional gene regulations, we hypothesized that Dcm 
might regulate transcription by altering DNA cytosine methylation patterns near 
promoter sequences. It has been observed previously that clusters of 5’-GATC-3’ 
lay in promoters of several genes that regulated by Dam (44,46), and the 
unmethylated CpG islands locate near promoter regions of genes that undergo 
regulation by DNMTs in eukaryotes (78). If Dcm functions similarly to DNMTs 
and Dam in transcriptional gene regulation, then a similar cluster of 5’-CCWGG-
3’ sites around promoter regions of genes would be seen, and most of the sites 
would be unmethylated. Thus, a genome-wide search for clusters of 5’-CCWGG-
3’ sites in E.coli was carried out to answer the question of whether the 
distribution of the CCWGG sites are more abundant near promoters than other 
genomic regions. 
Three groups of data were collected for comparison. The first group was 
the theoretically random distribution of the number of CCWGG sites in 700bp 
windows on the genome; the second group was the actual number of the sites in 
E.coli K-12 MG1655 strain in 700bp windows; the last group was the actual 
number of the sites in between 500bp upstream of translation start site of a gene 
and 200bp downstream of the translation start site (Figure 2.7A). The reason we 
selected translation start sites was that more translation start sites were 
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annotated in the E.coli genome whereas most of the transcription start sites were 
not. Thus, the translation start sites were selected as an approximation of 
transcription start sites. This approximation, however, ignored the fact that 
bacteria have the polycistronic mRNA carrying multiple open reading frames. So 
the result of the bioinformatic search was manually evaluated in the context of 
operons, or polycistronic units.  
The results are surprising. First, the actual 5’-CCWGG-3’ sites were not 
randomly distributed, but instead were significantly more conserved than one 
would expect for a five base pair sequence (Figure 2.7B). This accumulation of 
CCWGG sites may indicate that Dcm is important for bacterial survival during 
evolution. One possibility is related to the role of Dam and Dcm in restriction-
modification system. It is also possible that Dcm is significant in the adaption to 
changing environmental stresses. The restriction-modification system does not 
require localization of the sites, whereas gene regulation relates to the clusters of 
5’-CCWGG-3’ sites.  
Second, the number of 5’-CCWGG-3’ sites was not significantly higher in 
promoter regions compared to random windows. This finding seems to disfavor 
our hypothesis that Dcm regulates transcriptional gene regulation as a common 
strategy like DNMTs. Unlike eukaryotes, bacteria could distribute the gene 
regulation tasks to two DNA methyltransferases, Dam and Dcm, which could 
result in decreased number of genes regulated by either Dam and Dcm. 
However, in light of our findings on Dcm and Hfq associated phenotypes under  
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Fig 2.7. Bioinformatic search for the distribution of 5’-CCWGG-3’ sites on 
E.coli genome. (A) A 700 bp window near translation start site of a gene was 
shown as described in main text. (B) Frequencies of the occurrence of 5’-
CCWGG-3’ sites were plotted against the number of sites in 700 bp windows.  
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different stress conditions, and the fact that the lack of Dcm did not provoke a 
growth defect in normal condition (34), we would not anticipate that Dcm affects 
a large number of genes. A more realistic expectation is that Dcm may be 
involved in the regulation of a few genes that are related to stress responses.  
Thus, we next focused on those genes that were responsible for stress 
adaptation and contain high number of 5’-CCWGG-3’ sites. An interesting 
observation from our search showed that many stress responsive genes were 
membrane-binding proteins, such as the MarA, MarB, FtsK and SstT (Figure 
2.8). The marRAB operon is involved in the response against multiple antibiotic 
stress by expressing MarA and MarB to form multidrug efflux system, and a 
protein product MarR is a transcription factor that binds to the promoter to 
repress the transcription (79). There are two 5’-CCWGG-3’ sites lie in the center 
of the MarR binding sites, but no previous researches has looked for possible 
Dcm methylation here and subsequent gene regulation (Figure 2.8A). FtsK is an 
essential protein in cell division, and its transcription can be repressed by the 
binding of protein LexA (80). The upstream of ftsK is the adenine methylation 
sensitive transcriptional factor Lrp. Clusters of 5’-CCWGG-3’ sites locate in its 
promoter region, but no known proteins bind to this area (Figure 2.8B). SstT is a 
membrane protein involved in the sodium ion coupled Ser/Thr transportation 
through cell membranes (81). Small RNA GcvB negatively regulates sstT 
translation (82), and clusters of 5’-CCWGG-3’ sites are also in close proximity 
(Figure 2.8C). All the above observations may indicate a regulatory role of Dcm 
on the membrane binding proteins under stress conditions. 
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In summary, by comparing cell growth rate and minicell production, I 
supported our hypothesis that Dcm has functions in response to stress, and 
some of its functions are related to Hfq as seen under cold stress. I was 
encouraged by these phenotypes to carry out a bioinformatic search for potential 
genes that may be responsible for the Dcm and Hfq functions. That search 
revealed some interesting potential targets that contain clusters of 5’-CCWGG-3’ 
sites and are involved in stress adaptation. Our phenotype studies on the gene 
regulatory role of Dcm are in line with other recent researches on Dcm as 
introduced in Chapter One (51,52). Together, we related Dcm with Hfq in 
bacterial gene regulation, especially under stress conditions. In the next chapter, 
I further look into detailed mechanism in such a regulation. 
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Fig 2.8. Some interesting targets from the bioinformatic search. Pink sticks 
and balls represent 5’-CCWGG-3’ sites. (A) The Mar operon involves in the 
response to multiple antibiotic stress. (B) FtsK is an essential protein in cell 
division, and its transcription can be repressed by the binding of protein LexA. 
The upstream of ftsK is the adenine methylation sensitive transcriptional factor 
Lrp. Clusters of 5’-CCWGG-3’ sites lay in its promoter region, but no known 
proteins bind to this area. (C) Small RNA GcvB negatively regulates sstT 
translation, and clusters of 5’-CCWGG-3’ sites are also in close approximation. 
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2.3  Material and Methods 
2.3.1 Genomic knock out of hfq and dsrA 
WT and dcm mutant E.coli strains were gifts from Dr. Ashok Bhagwat’s 
lab. Isogenic stains DL1 (dcm hfq::kan), DL2 (hfq::kan), DL7 (dsrA::cam) and 
DL8 (dcm dsrA::cam) were constructed by homologous recombination following 
the manufacture’s protocol with minor modifications (Quick & Easy Conditional 
Knockout Kit, Gene Bridges). Briefly, electro-competent GM30 and GM31 cells 
were prepared by washing mid-log cell pellets with ice-cold water two to three 
times. Thermal-control recombinase expression plasmid pRedET (ampicillin 
resistance) was transformed into both GM30 and GM31 strains, and allowed to 
undergo replication at 30 °C overnight. Single colonies containing pRedET were 
selected, and recombinase expression was induced by raising the temperature to 
37°C, and by adding L-arabinose to a final concentration of 0.3% - 0.4%. Linear 
DNA fragments containing either chloramphenicol or kanamycin resistant in FRT 
cassettes flanked by sequences from either dsrA or hfq were amplified using 
primers containing the dsrA or hfq flanking sequences.  
One modification in this step was the use of 1% DMSO during the PCR of 
chloramphenicol cassette to overcome the difficulty of GC-rich manufacturer 
suggested primers in PCR. Another modification was that the suggested primer 
sequences were shortened to remove the GC rich 3’-tails for hfq::kan knockout 
strain construction. The linear PCR products were purified with a PCR clean up 
kit (Qiagen), and electroporated into above strains containing pRedET. Due to 
the fact that cells lacking Hfq or DsrA grow much slower after shock, incubation 
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times at 37 °C had to be adjusted in a strain dependent fashion to allow enough 
time for recombination.  
2.3.2 Growth curve measurements 
Glycerol cell stocks were streaked onto LB agar plates with proper 
antibiotics. Triplicates were done by selecting three colonies from each strain on 
fresh plates, and then grew in LB media with antibiotics at 37 ºC overnight. Cell 
cultures were diluted into fresh 37 ºC LB media with 100 μg/mL streptomycin to 
grow to exponential phase, and then diluted into pre-warmed (30 °C, 37 °C and 
42 °C) 10 ml media to OD600 = 0.02. Cultures were then grown at 30 °C, 37 °C 
and 42 °C respectively. OD600 values were measured every hour using UV/VIS 
spectrometer (Perkin Elmer MBA 2000). Average OD600 values were calculated 
from triplicate cultures under the same condition. Biological replicates of growth 
curve experiments were repeated three times.  
M9 media was prepared as in previous studies (77). Briefly, 15 g agar was 
dissolved in ddH2O. Freshly prepared 5 X M9 stock (9 g Na2HPO4, 4.5 g 
KH2PO4, 0.75 g NaCl, 1.5 g NH4Cl) dissolved in 300 ml ddH2O. The final M9 
media also has the following reagents: 2 mM MgSO4, 0.1 mM CaCl2, 0.2% 
glucose, 20 μg/ml theronine, leucine and histidine in L forms, and 1μg/ml 
thiamine. All reagent solutions were autoclaved before mixing, except the 
glucose solutions which were filter sterilized.  
To introduce oxidative stress, 60 μM final concentration of H2O2 was 
added to cell cultures growing in LB media about OD600=0.5~0.7. For osmotic 
shock, final concentration of 0.5 M NaCl was added to cell cultures in LB media.  
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2.3.3   Fluorescence microscopy 
Cells were inoculated from glycerol stocks to 5 mL pre-warmed 30 °C M9 
medium, and were incubated for 50 hours at 30 °C with shaking at 250 rpm 
(stationary phase). 500 μL of cultures were centrifuged at 21,000 x g for 10 min 
at room temperature. Pellets were re-suspended in 50 μL M9 medium containing 
25 μg/mL FM4-64 and 0.2 μg/mL DAPI, which stain membranes and DNA, 
respectively, and incubated for 15 min at room temperature in the dark. 0.5 μL of 
stained cells were applied to a clean slide and viewed using a Nikon E-400 
epifluorescence phase-contrast microscope fitted with DAPI (Ex 320-400 nm, Em 
435-485 nm) or Tx-Red (Ex 532-587 nm, Em 608-683 nm) filter cubes. Images 
were captured using a CoolSNAP HQ2 CCD camera (Photometrics) and 
processed with NIS-Elements AR imaging software (Nikon). Between 1,200 and 
3,300 cells and minicells were counted for each strain. The experiment was 
performed three times with similar results. 
2.3.4 Bioinformatic search 
The bioinformatic search was based on the sequence of E.coli K-12 
MG1655 obtained from the database of National Center for Biotechnology 
Information. Three groups of data were collected. The first group was the random 
distribution of the number of CCWGG sites in 700bp windows on the genome. 
This was theoretically calculated based on the assumption that the occurrences 
of the bases A, G, T and C were equal. The second group was the actual number 
of the sites in E.coli K-12 MG1655 strain in any 700bp window. One million bases 
were tested to represent the whole bacterial genome. The last group was the 
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actual number of the sites in between 500bp upstream of translation start site of 
a gene and 200bp downstream of the translation start site. Forward strand of the 
genome was evaluated to represent the whole genome.  
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CHAPTER THREE 
DCM, HFQ AND DSRA REGULATE RPOS EXPRESSION IN A BACTIERAL 
RNA-DIRECTED DNA METHYLATION PATHWAY 
 
3.1 Introduction 
The phenotype survey and genome-wide bioinformatic search in the 
previous chapter provided us general framework for how Dcm functions in 
bacterial gene regulation, and suggested several interesting target genes for 
further analysis. Next, I chose one of the interesting targets, RpoS, to provide the 
proof of concept about the relationship between Dcm and Hfq/sRNA in gene 
regulation.  
Clusters of 5’-CCWGG-3’ sites at the promoter region of rpoS provide a 
prerequisite for a potential Dcm-mediated transcriptional regulation (Figure 3.1). 
The primary promoter, rpoSp, lies within the upstream gene nlpD, and has been 
reported to be stress-responsive (83). Basal levels of rpoS mRNA can also be 
co-transcribed from the stress-insensitive nlpD promoters (nlpDp1 and nlpDp2) 
as a bicistronic message (84). A group of Dcm methylation sites are present 
within the rpoS promoter region. Within the 1.3 kilobase region encompassing 
the rpoS promoters and sequence coding for 5’-UTR, there are seven possible 
Dcm methylation sites (Figure 3.1). Given a random distribution of nucleotides, 
one would expect roughly 3 ± 1 CCWGG sites within a DNA fragment of this size 
and this cluster of Dcm methylation sites is statistically significant 
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Fig. 3.1. An unusual cluster of Dcm methylation sites is found near rpoS 
promoters. The rpoS mRNAs are transcribed from two nlpD promoters and the 
rpoS main promoter. Dcm methylation sites (sticks and balls) within this promoter 
region are numbered sequentially for reference purposes. Regions tested in 
qPCR assays are labeled as amplicons. The DNA sequence that encodes the 
site at which DsrA binds the rpoS mRNA is labeled.   
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 (***p ≤ 0.001). This pattern was recently commented upon by Kahramanoglou 
et al. (52).  
RpoS is an important global gene regulator during stress conditions, which 
is related to the many stress conditions I tested in Chapter Two. RpoS is the 
second most abundant sigma factor of the RNA polymerase (RNAP), and it 
recognizes additional promoters for RNAP under stress conditions, so the 
additional proteins can help bacteria survive through stresses. It is the key 
regulator governing bacteria as they enter the stationary phase (26). It also 
recognizes genes that must be expressed during numerous stress responses, 
including cold shock, osmotic shock, oxidative stress and nutrient limitation (85-
87).  
Regulation of RpoS by sRNAs and Hfq is well known, and it is one of the 
best-studied examples of bacterial sRNA regulation. Thus, it would be quite 
interesting if another layer of regulation were uncovered for this system. Given 
the critical regulatory role of RpoS, it is not surprising that its own expression is 
highly regulated through a variety of mechanisms including both transcriptional 
and post-transcriptional controls, as well as targeted protein degradation (26,88). 
Post-transcriptional control of rpoS by several small non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) 
has been widely studied and is considered one of the primary determinants of 
cellular protein levels under stress conditions. Its translation can be activated by 
sRNAs like DsrA, RprA and ArcZ during cold stress (89,90), cell surface stress or 
osmotic stress (91), and oxidative stress (92), respectively. The long 5’-
untranslated region (5’-UTR) of the rpoS mRNA folds into an inhibitory structure, 
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repressing its translation at 37 °C (93,94). Upon cold adaptation (growth at or 
below 30 °C), DsrA base pairs with a segment of the rpoS 5’-UTR (90,95), 
causing it to refold and making the ribosome binding site accessible for 
translation initiation. RNase III cleavage within the rpoS 5’-UTR is also altered by 
base pairing with DsrA under cold stress, further enhancing translation (96).  
Collectively, given the above reasons, I then looked into the potential 
functions of Dcm and Hfq on the rpoS expression during cold stress.  
 
3.2   Results and Discussion 
3.2.1 Dcm regulates the rpoS mRNA levels under cold stress 
Since cold adaptation in E. coli involves translational regulation of rpoS 
through the action of Hfq and DsrA, we tested the hypothesis that this regulation 
may also require the recruitment of Dcm to this locus by examining rpoS 
transcript levels by RT-qPCR. During exponential growth at 37 °C, dcm had no 
effect on rpoS mRNA levels (Table 3.1). Upon entry into stationary phase, 
however, the dcm mutant showed 3.7-fold increased expression relative to wt. 
This compares favorably with the 3.5-fold overexpression of rpoS mRNA recently 
reported for a comparable dcm strain from a genome-wide analysis of E. coli 
gene expression during transition to stationary phase (52). As expected, cells 
lacking Hfq or DsrA did not significantly affect rpoS mRNA levels at 37 °C in 
exponential phase, nor did the deletion of dcm. However, Dcm significantly 
impacted rpoS mRNA levels produced in response to cold stress during 
exponential growth. The dcm strain showed a 2.7-fold increase in rpoS mRNA 
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levels relative to wt (Table 3.1) illustrating that Dcm represses rpoS during 30 °C 
growth. Interestingly, the dcm hfq::kan double mutant strain returned the mRNA 
level to near the wild-type level. We interpret these phenotypes as indicating that 
Hfq and Dcm function together (directly or indirectly) in a pathway that controls 
the rpoS mRNA levels, and thus the deletion of both genes shuts down the 
regulatory pathway altogether. This finding correlates with the phenotype that the 
dcm hfq::kan double mutant ameliorates the slow growth rate of hfq::kan cells 
under cold stress (Figure 2.5A). The quenching effect in the dcm hfq::kan strain, 
however, was not observed in the dcm dsrA::cam strain (Table 3.1). The 
differences between those two types of double mutant strains (*p ≤ 0.05) may 
potentially be explained by the presence of other sRNAs that also regulate rpoS 
and may affect this behavior in the absence of DsrA.  
Previous studies have shown that during low-temperature growth, Hfq and 
DsrA stabilize rpoS mRNA and slow its rate of degradation while acting to 
promote RpoS translation (15,93). It was therefore surprising that rpoS mRNA 
levels were enhanced more than 4-fold in the dsrA and hfq mutants, indicating 
that their presence reduced rpoS mRNA levels. To eliminate the possibility that 
the observed differences resulted from strain variations, the activation of an 
RpoS-GFP protein fusion by DsrA was confirmed in our system (Figure 3.2). 
Therefore, the observation that Hfq and DsrA repressed rpoS mRNA levels 
emphasizes that Hfq and DsrA have functions at the transcriptional level in 
addition to altering mRNA stability and translatability. This observation is 
consistent with research indicating the Hfq effect on transcription (97). A possible  
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Table 3.1. RpoS gene expression as measured by RT-qPCR under different 
growth conditions.  
 
Stains in 
comparison to 
the wildtype 
37 °C 
exponential 
phase 
30 °C 
exponential 
phase 
37 °C 
stationary 
phase 
30 °C 
stationary 
phase 
dcm/wt 0.9 ± 0.2 
a
 2.7 ± 0.4* 3.7 ± 1.0 
a
 1.2 ± 0.4 
hfq/wt 0.5 ± 0.2 4.1 ± 0.8** 1.2 ± 0.1 2.8 ± 0.9* 
dcm hfq/wt 0.8 ± 0.2 1.8 ± 0.5 4.4 ± 2.5 0.9 ± 0.0 
dsrA/wt 0.8 ± 0.3 4.6 ± 1.2** 0.3 ± 0.1* 4.9 ± 2.0* 
dcm dsrA/wt 0.6 ± 0.2 7.1 ± 1.6** 2.4 ± 0.1** 4.7 ± 2.0* 
Data are reported relative to the wildtype strain grown under comparable 
conditions. (*p ≤ 0.05, ** p ≤ 0.01) 
a Data are consistent with previous studies that assessed rpoS mRNA levels 
during the transition from exponential to stationary phase in a comparable dcm 
strain (52).  
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explanation for our data that more rpoS mRNA was produced in the absence of 
Hfq or DsrA is somehow related to a feedback loop. If cells lack Hfq or DsrA, 
then they can not make enough RpoS proteins to fight against cold stress, 
hence, bacteria may need to activate all their synthetic pathways, especially 
transcription here when translational machinery was not function normally, to 
compensate the lack of RpoS. 
Another notable observation from our data is the mRNA level differences 
in different cell growth phases. The absolute rpoS mRNA levels (as opposed to 
the relative levels we have been discussing up to this point) were substantially 
lower in stationary phase than in exponential phase. This trend is opposite to that 
of protein expression. The delay of protein synthesis in exponential phase may 
provide a reasonable time frame for post-transcriptional gene regulation by Hfq 
and sRNAs, which may subsequently impact further transcription. Therefore, the 
difference between RpoS protein and mRNA levels suggests a level of regulation 
linking Hfq/DsrA-mediated RpoS translational activation and on-going 
transcription of the gene. 
As the low temperature cells transition from exponential to stationary 
phase, the repression of Dcm on rpoS mRNA went away (Table 3.1). Similar 
trends were observed in the hfq::kan, dcm hfq::kan and dcm dsrA::cam strains. 
This result implies that Hfq and DsrA might be involved in the change from 
exponential to stationary under cold stress in a manner more significant than just 
the translational control of rpoS. A recent study showed that rpoS promoter 
methylation is altered during the transition to the stationary phase and the  
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Fig. 3.2. DsrA activates the RpoS translation. (A) DNA sequence from nlpD 
promoters to 69nt downstream of RpoS translation start site was cloned into 
chloramphenicol resistant single-copy pBAC vector with emGFP. The reporter 
plasmid was verified by sequencing. (B) DsrA was complemented back into DL9 
(dsrA::cam) strain under a Para-controlled expression of DsrA (pNM13) as a 
function of increasing arabinose concentration to mid-log phase. Empty vector 
pNM12 were tested in the same condition. GFP fluorescent intensity ratios of 
pNM13/pNM12 were plotted and normalized based on total protein 
concentrations. 
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authors proposed that this may result in differential gene expression (52). The 
rpoS expression data from our mutants presented above support this 
interpretation and link it to the sRNA biology of Hfq and DsrA through changes in 
DNA methylation. Therefore, we looked directly for the effect of Hfq on site-
specific methylation patterns within the rpoS locus. 
Taken together, the RT-qPCR data showed that rpoS is a target gene for 
Dcm at the mRNA level, and validated the result from the bioinformatic search. 
The next step was to test if the cluster of the 5’-CCWGG-3’ sites near the rpoS 
promoter region are sensitive to cold stress as well. 
 
3.2.2 Hfq stimulates Dcm methylation near the rpoS promoter region 
To test the hypothesis that Dcm methylation within the rpoS promoter 
region changes upon cold stress, cytosine methylation levels near the rpoS 
promoter region were measured using CHOP-PCR based on the Dcm-sensitive 
restriction enzyme PspGI (98). In this experiment, unmethylated DNA is cleaved 
and hence PCR amplification across the CCWGG site(s) is prevented. 
Methylated DNA is protected from cleavage and this amplifies normally (Figure 
3.3A). Hence, the methylation load at a site can be measured. A randomly 
selected genomic sequence containing no CCWGG site was used as an internal 
control. The method was validated first on dcm strains and genomic DNA 
digested with BstNI, an isochizomer of PspGI whose activity is not blocked by 
Dcm methylation (Figure 3.3B).  
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          Interestingly, Hfq selectively modulated cytosine methylation levels at 
specific genomic sites under cold stress (Figure 3.4). At 37 °C, the absence of 
Hfq had no significant effect on the methylation pattern near the rpoS promoters 
in either exponential or stationary phase. However, under cold stress, changes in 
methylation levels became obvious. Dramatic change in methylation levels were 
apparent in the stationary phase, where methylation loads were only about half 
that of wild-type cells at sites 1- 4, clustering around the main rpoS promoter. 
Methylation levels at sites 5 - 7 were affected by neither hfq nor dsrA (Figure 
3.4D), consistent with the stress-insensitive activity of the nlpD promoters. 
Without an active cytosine demethylation pathway in bacteria, the decreased 
methylation level in the absence of Hfq observed above is most likely to be a 
result from the Hfq effect on altered Dcm function. These data support our 
hypothesis that Hfq affects cytosine methylation specifically at the rpoS promoter 
regions during cold stress.  
Hfq did not just alter the Dcm methylation levels in response to cold shock, 
but it was also in charge of the methylation when cells enter the stationary phase. 
In general, the cytosine methylation levels did not saturate in exponential phase, 
and almost all sites were saturated in stationary phase (Figure 3.4). This change 
in methylation is consistent with recent bisulfite sequencing studies on the whole 
E. coli genome (52). Our data and their data both show that the cytosine 
methylation level eventually saturates in wild type stationary phase cells. This 
observation is very similar to the fact that ummethylated CpG island are often  
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Fig. 3.3. Method for genomic cytosine methylation level quantifications. (A) 
Principles of PspGI digestion on genomic DNA following by quantitative PCR. 
Unmethylated 5’-CCWGG-3’ sites (open cycles) will be digested by PspGI. 
Methylated sites (red solid cycles) cannot be digested by PspGI; hence the DNA 
can be used as template in the following qPCR measurements. (B) Genomic 
DNA samples were treated with Dcm methylation sensitive restriction enzyme 
PspGI (red bars) and Dcm methylation insensitive BstNI (blue bars). Cytosine 
methylation levels shown here were measured in amplicon III. 
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found near promoters. In the hfq knockout strains, however, similar increases 
were not observed at low temperature for sites 1 - 4.  Thus, it suggests that the 
low methylation levels in hfq strains may play an important regulatory role at 
transcriptional level and that Hfq is required to stimulate cytosine methylation at 
specific loci as cells enter stationary phase.  
Methylation levels in this region were also measured in dsrA::cam mutant 
strains. Slight decreases in methylation were apparent under several conditions 
but the magnitudes of the changes were subtle and may not be biologically 
significant. Compared to hfq::kan cells, dsrA::cam had less influence on 
methylation at site 1 in stationary phase under cold stress (*p ≤ 0.05), so Hfq 
appears to have a greater impact than the cognate sRNA species. Alternatively, 
Hfq may have functions separate from its role in sRNA:mRNA pairing, such as 
recruiting other proteins to the mRNA (99). I will approach the role of DsrA from a 
different angle later. 
Noticeably, for sites 1-4, there was a trend that DNA cytosine methylation 
levels were slightly decreased in both hfq::kan and dsrA::cam strains, with site 1 
being the most affected (Figure 3.4A-C). This result might be a coincidence, but it 
may also indicate a spread of DNA cytosine methylation from site 1 to adjacent 
sites. We should note that it is also possible that a general decrease in DNA 
cytosine methylation levels could be explained by a mechanism in which Hfq and 
DsrA control Dcm expression in vivo. Thus, two separate questions need to be 
clarified regarding these results. 
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Fig. 3.4. Hfq Stimulates Dcm methylation on rpoS promoters specifically 
under cold stress.  Genomic DNAs from wild type (black bars), hfq::kan (gray 
bars) and dsrA::cam (open bars) cells were extracted and digested by Dcm 
methylation sensitive restriction enzyme PspGI. Methylation levels were 
quantified by real-time PCR on (A) site 1, (B) site 2, (C) sites 3 and 4, and (D) 
sites 5, 6 and 7.  
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The first question is whether the Hfq/ DsrA effects near the rpoS promoter 
are specific or whether it represents a more ubiquitous genome-wide 
phenomenon. The unchanged methylation levels at site 5-7 gave us a hint that 
the Hfq/DsrA effects may just be specific on site 1-4, but to avoid the possibility 
that those two sites may have special relationships (for example, methylation on 
site 1-4 inhibits the methylation on site 5-7), another genomic site far away from 
RpoS was selected and tested under the same condition. Measurements of 
methylation at the unrelated genomic site near rpoD showed that Hfq and DsrA 
did not influent this site (Figure 3.5A). This result supports a specific role of 
Hfq/DsrA on the Dcm methylation at rpoS promoter region. 
The second question is whether Hfq/DsrA affects cellular concentration of 
Dcm. To probe this question, a high-copy plasmid was transformed into GM30, 
GM31, DL1, DL2, DL7 and DL8 strains to see if there was enough Dcm in these 
bacteria to methylate the additional DNA. After growing inside bacteria, the 
plasmids were then isolated and digested by PspGI. DNA fragments were then 
run on an agarose gel. The result did not show an obvious defect caused by the 
deletion of hfq or dsrA (Figure 3.5B). Thus, the decreased cytosine methylation 
level near the rpoS main promoter does not likely result Hfq and DsrA effecting 
the cellular concentration of Dcm.  
Taken together, these data show that Hfq specifically regulates Dcm 
activity near the rpoS main promoter under cold stress. DsrA may have the same 
effect on Dcm as Hfq, but investigations on the role of DsrA were needed to draw 
a conclusion. 
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Fig. 3.5. Dcm concentration in general is not affected by Hfq and DsrA. (A) 
Methylation levels were measured at a CCWGG site near rpoD. Data in each 
panel were normalized relative to methylation levels observed in the 37 °C 
exponential phase wild type cells. (B) High-copy plasmids pUC19 were extracted 
from the stationary cells. Genotypes of strains are indicated on the top of the gel: 
a gray square represents the presence of the gene, and a blank square 
represents the deletion of the gene. Plasmids were linearized by HindIII (Lane 2), 
and then treated with methylation insensitive restriction enzyme BstNI (Lane 3) or 
methylation sensitive PspGI (Lane 4 - Lane 15). 
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3.2.3 Overexpressed DsrA promotes Dcm methylation at a specific site 
near rpoS promoters 
While the data above implicated Hfq as a determinant of methylation 
levels and patterns near the rpoS gene during cold stress, it was still unclear  
whether the effect was dependent on an sRNA as well. In the absence of DsrA, 
methylation levels slightly decreased relative to the wild type strains (Figure 3.4), 
but the results were ambiguous due to the small magnitude of the changes. 
RpoS regulation is sufficiently complex that other sRNAs also regulating rpoS 
expression might also influence the methylation patterns, and the hfq knockout 
would have altered all of those pathways simultaneously.  
To confirm the role of DsrA on DNA methylation, we therefore went to the 
other extreme, overexpressing DsrA instead of knocking it out. Previous studies 
have shown that overexpressing DsrA can partially overcome the requirement of 
Hfq on RpoS translation, albeit with a lower efficiency relative to cells containing 
Hfq (100). If DsrA stimulates Dcm methylation, then overexpressed DsrA in hfq 
cells should increase the cytosine methylation. Plasmid pNM13 (90) was used to 
allow arabinose-induced overexpression of DsrA in hfq knockout strains. A 13-
fold increase in DsrA was observed upon addition of 0.02% arabinose in this 
system (Figure 3.6A), which is sufficient to allow paring between DsrA and rpoS 
mRNA spontaneously, even in the absence of Hfq. As expected, overexpression 
of DsrA in hfq::kan cells triggered methylation at site 1, and complemented the 
Dcm methylation defects caused by the deletion of hfq back to the same level as  
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Fig. 3.6. Overexpressed DsrA increases cytosine methylation at rpoS 
promoter. (A) Relative RNA levels for DsrA and rpoS mRNA were quantified by 
RT-qPCR. Cells containing Para-controlled DsrA plasmid grew, in the absence 
(open bars) and presence (solid bars) of 0.02% arabinose in hfq::kan knockout 
cells at 30°C to the mid-log phase. (B) Relative DNA cytosine methylation levels 
at site 1 with empty vector (pNM12) and overexpressed exogenous DsrA in 
pNM13 were measured as in Figure 3.4. Error bars represent SEM. 
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in wild type cells (Figure 3.4 and 3.6B). The data confirmed a positive role of 
DsrA on the cytosine methylation within the rpoS operon.  
 
3.2.4 Hfq stimulates Dcm methylation activity on dsDNA in vitro 
One possible mechanism for the enhanced methylation near an sRNA/Hfq 
binding site is that Hfq somehow activates Dcm, non-specifically increasing its 
methylation rates. To determine if Hfq stimulates Dcm, in vitro methylation 
assays were performed with purified recombinant Dcm in the absence of sRNAs. 
Dcm activity was measured by using 14C-SAM, and monitoring the 14C-methyl 
group incorporation into a 39-mer dsDNA containing a 5’-CCWGG-3’ site. The 
initial rate of Dcm methylation increased about 2.4-fold in the presence of Hfq 
(Figure 3.7A,B). Assays were followed for up to 25 hours to determine if the 
effect was associated with the rate or the extent of methylation. Total methylation 
in the presence of Hfq was still about 3-fold higher than when Hfq was absent. 
Thus, Hfq did not just stimulate the Dcm methylation rate, but also enhanced the 
extent of methylation in vitro. The results were consistent with our in vivo data on 
the decreased methylation level at rpoS promoter sites in hfq strains (Figure 3.4).  
Recruitment of Dcm to the rpoS promoter region could function in a 
transcription-dependent manner similar to that proposed for eukaryotic RdDM 
pathways (55). In such a model, DsrA binding to single-strand DNA during 
transcription might induce methylation on the RNA·DNA hybrids. Alternatively, it 
could result from the sRNA binding to 5’-UTR of rpoS mRNA, recruiting the 
methyltransferase to this locus, and methylating any adjacent dsDNA within  
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Fig. 3.7. Hfq stimulates Dcm methylation activity. (A) Dcm activity was 
measured by quantifying the transfer rate of radioactive methyl groups from 14C-
SAM onto 39-mer dsDNAs containing a 5’-CCWGG-3’ site. Dot-blot was used to 
quantify the Dcm activity with (solid squares) or without (open squares) Hfq 
hexamer. Error bars the represent standard errors of the mean from triplicate 
experiments. (B) Quantitative plot for the result in (A) from triplicate experiments. 
(C) Dcm substrate selectivity was tested with dsDNA, DNA·RNA hybrid and 
ssDNA on slot-blot apparatus. One representative experiment of three is shown.  
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reach. A third possibility is that Dcm might methylate ssDNA generated 
transiently during transcription. Since Dcm is the only cytosine methyltransferase 
in E. coli K-12 strain MG1655, these possibilities can be tested in vitro by 
assessing the substrate selectivity of Dcm. In vitro methylation assays were 
performed using dsDNAs, RNA·DNA hybrids and ssDNAs all containing three 
potential cytosine methylation sites. The results showed that Dcm methylates 
only dsDNA, and neither the RNA·DNA hybrid nor the ssDNA were viable 
substrate. The addition of Hfq to the reactions did not affect substrate selectivity 
in any way (Figure 3.7C). Based on these results, we favor the hypothesis that 
Hfq facilities DsrA binding to the 5’-UTR in rpoS mRNA, and then helps recruit 
Dcm to the rpoS locus to enhance methylation.  
Taken together, our results show that Hfq simulates the Dcm methylation 
activity on dsDNA, without altering Dcm specificity on its recognition sequences. 
This positive role of Hfq protein and its physical presence with certain mRNAs 
may then cause the recruitment of Dcm to specific genomic loci in vivo.  
 
3.2.5 Dcm and Hfq may not bind directly in vivo 
To test if Dcm and Hfq bind directly in vivo, co-immunoprecipitation assays 
were performed for Hfq and C-terminal V5-tagged Dcm. In vitro transcribed DsrA 
RNA and purified His-tagged Hfq were supplemented to some samples as 
indicated. The Dcm-V5 bands above 50kDa were present in the input and 
supernatant in the Co-IP experiment, but were not present in the product on the 
protein A beads (Figure 3.8). Hfq monomer around 15kDa and several Hfq  
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Fig. 3.8. Co-immunoprecipitation assay shows no direct binding between 
Hfq and Dcm. 37 °C overnight cultures of GM31 (dcm) and pDcm-V5 in GM31 
strain (DL04) were incubated at 30 °C and induced with 0.02% L-arabinose for 3 
hours. Lane 2 was purified His-tagged Hfq. In lane 9-14, in vitro transcribed and 
folded DsrA and purified His-tagged Hfq were added.  I, S and P represent Input 
of the Co-IP, Supernatant after incubating input with protein A beads and 
Products that bind to beads, respectively. Rabbit anti-Hfq antibody was bound on 
protein A beads, and mouse anti-V5 antibody was applied on the western blot 
and visualized by Dylight 549 Anti-mouse secondary antibody (top figure). The 
same blot was striped and incubated with anti-Hfq followed by anti-rabbit dye and 
fluorescein labeled anti-rabbit secondary antibody incubation (bottom figure).  
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multimers (heavier bands and smear) indicated the successful IP of Hfq. One 
possibility is that the V5-tag on Dcm interferes with the Hfq binding surface. This 
data, together with the above in vitro methylation assays, imply that Hfq may bind 
to the DNA rather than the Dcm, and this binding might make the DNA a better 
substrate for the Dcm methylation.  
In summary, my research furthers our understanding of DNA methylation 
and Hfq/sRNA-modulated gene regulations. Dam has been previously shown to 
affect gene regulation in bacteria (41,52,101). In those cases, changes in 
methylation patterns lead to gene expression. Unclear, however, was the manner 
in which those methylation marks were selectively placed at appropriate genomic 
loci. Our results show for the first time a mechanism in bacteria that site-
specifically alters methylation levels with a direct impact on expression of the 
associated gene. Our data is in complete agreement with recent studies in which 
rpoS was identified as one of the genes whose promoter cytosine methylation 
changes correlates with the mRNA level changes (52). Here, a bacterial sRNA 
together with its RNA chaperone, Hfq, can recruit Dcm methylation to a genetic 
locus to where the sRNA would pair with the nascent transcript. Thus, Dcm 
recruitment directly impacts new transcription and thus acts as part of a feedback 
loop to negatively regulate new transcription once the translational activation has 
begun to take effect.  
This result has several important implications for bacterial gene regulation. 
First, it shows that DNA methylation levels are critical for bacterial gene 
regulation and that these can be altered in response to environmental conditions. 
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Because bacterial sRNAs are typically made in response to environmental 
stresses, sRNA-directed DNA methylation provides a level of bacterial epigenetic 
regulation that has not previously been observed. By placing long-lived 
methylation marks at specific DNA loci in a kinetically controlled manner, 
expression of those loci can be uniquely regulated over many generations of cell 
division, long after the stress has disappeared or the sRNAs have been 
degraded. Eventually these methylation marks can be lost by dilution or by global 
methylation of the genome during stationary phase, but it provides the means 
over modest time scales to alter expression of specific genetic circuits with a 
memory of a recent stress.  
Second, our findings imply that sRNA modulation of mRNA translation is 
not just a post-transcriptional event as it is often envisioned, but rather it may 
occur co-transcriptionally, in a manner more akin to riboswitches (102). The 
ability to recruit Dcm to specific loci within the rpoS operon would be impossible if 
DsrA pairs with the RpoS mRNA after transcription terminates.  
The relationship between DNA cytosine methylation patterns and 
transcription may not be as clear as in eukaryotic gene silencing mechanisms. In 
bacteria, DNA methylation can induce positive or negative regulation of 
expression as shown by the Low Group by altering the manner and/or location 
that transcription factors or other regulatory proteins bind the methylated DNA 
(41). Further studies are needed to draw a conclusion on this regulation. It will 
also be interesting to investigate whether the slight preference for an extended  
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Fig. 3.9. Proposed model of bacterial RdDM. The rpoS mRNA can be 
transcribed from all its promoters in the absence of stress. 5’-UTR of the mRNA 
may bind to Hfq protein and wait for sRNA regulation. Upon induction of cold 
stress, DsrA transcription is largely activated, and DsrA binds to 5’-UTR of the 
rpoS mRNA with the help of Hfq. This leads to translational activation, which in 
turn recruits Dcm to this genetic locus and leads to rapid DNA methylation at 
specific sites within the rpoS promoter region. The recruitment of the Dcm protein 
or the methylated cytosine nucleotides results in the repression of transcription of 
the gene under cold stress. 
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CCCWGG site found in recent studies is related to the sRNA-mediated gene 
regulation (52).   
Dcm methylation at site 1 may also be tied to rpoS transcription, since 
thses methylation sites are relatively distant from the primary rpoS promoter. 
Recent studies using high throughput sequencing to discover new transcription 
start sites (TSS) in E. coli suggest several potential new TSS for rpoS, which lie 
close to site 1 (103). Unfortunately, other studies focused on understanding the 
rpoS TSS did not show these TSS (83), indicating that some of these might be 
artifacts resulting from RNase cleavage of the transcripts (15). More work will be 
required to deconvolute the implications of methylation patterns on such data and 
the potential for alternative sites for transcription initiation.  
In summary, our data suggest a bacterial system akin to the eukaryotic 
RNA-directed DNA methylation seen in transcriptional gene silencing (Figure 
3.9). Here, Hfq facilitates DsrA and rpoS 5’-UTR pairing, which in turn recruits 
Dcm to this genetic locus leading to rapid DNA methylation during the transition 
from exponential phase to stationary phase. This methylation then may be read 
by transcription factors, which alter further transcription of the gene. More 
extensive genome wide studies under stress conditions (or simulated stress by 
induction of sRNAs) will be required to understand how widespread this type of 
regulation is in E. coli. Recent studies have shown a high level of overlap 
between transcriptional networks and sRNAs and Hfq regulated translational 
networks (14,104). Our model of a Dcm, Hfq and DsrA regulated feedback loop 
provides a potential mechanism for cross talk between these transcriptional and 
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translational regulation further integrating bacterial responses to environmental 
stress.  
 
3.3  Material and Methods 
3.3.1 Reverse transcription and real-time PCR 
All synthetic oligonucleotides are listed Table 3.2. Total RNAs were 
extracted using TriZol reagent as per the manufacturer’s protocol (Invitrogen). 
RNA concentration and quality were measured by UV/VIS spectrophotometer. 
RNase-free DNase I was used to clean up 1 μg total RNAs in a 50 μL reaction for 
each sample according to the manufacturer’s protocols (Ambion). DNase I 
reactions were stopped by addition of 5 μL inhibitor suspension, and the clear 
supernatant was collected after centrifugation. For each sample, 9 μL of the 
supernatant was directly used in the reverse transcription step with 50 units of 
Superscript III reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen) and 100 ng random hexamers 
(Applied Biosystems) in a 20 μL reaction. RT reactions were performed based on 
the manufacturer’s protocols, including incubation at 25 °C for 5 min, followed by 
55 °C for one hour and finally 70 °C for 10 min. RNA templates were then 
hydrolyzed by adding 150 mM KOH·Tris and heating to 90 °C for 10 minutes. 
Reactions were neutralized by addition of 150 mM HCl to a final pH value of 8.0. 
Quantitative PCR (Applied Biosystems Fast 7500) reactions were run in a 10 µL 
reaction with 2 µL H2O, 1 µL of 10 µM gene specific primer mixtures, 3 µL of 100-
fold diluted RT reaction and 5 µL of master mixture (Applied Biosystems Fast 
SYBR Green Mix). 16S rRNA was used as internal control for all the strains. 
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Table 3.2 oligonucleotides used in my study. 
Oligonucleotide*  Experiment Sequence  
rpoS 1F qPCR amplicon I CGT TCT CAT CAA ATT CCG 
CAT C 
rpoS 1R qPCR amplicon I GAA CCA GTT CAA CAC GCT 
TG 
rpoS 2F qPCR amplicon II GCT GCC TGC GAT ATC AAT 
CC 
rpoS 2R qPCR amplicon II CGA ACA ACA AGC CAA CTG C 
rpoS 3F qPCR amplicon III CAA CGG TGG AAT TTT GTG 
CAG G 
rpoS 3RR qPCR amplicon III AAC CGT CAG TAT GGG AAC 
ATT C 
rpoS 4F qPCR amplicon IV TGC CGG TGG ATT TGA AGT G 
rpoS 4RR qPCR amplicon IV GGG ATT CTC GTC TTA CCC 
GTA G 
rpoD q1F qPCR for an rpoD 
promoter region 
ATT ACC GCG CAG TGT AGG A 
rpoD q1R qPCR for an rpoD 
promoter region 
AGG GAC TTT TAT AAG GGT 
GAG GA 
fhlA qF qPCR internal control for 
methylation detection 
TGG CAC GGG TAA AGA GCT 
GA 
fhlA qR qPCR internal control for 
methylation detection 
AGG GAG CTT TTA TCC GCC 
AGT T 
16S qF qPCR internal control for 
RT-qPCR 
TGT CGT CAG CTC GTG TTG 
TGA A 
16S qR qPCR internal control for 
RT-qPCR 
GCA CTT TAT GAG GTC CGC 
TTG CT 
DsrA qF qPCR for DsrA AAC ACA TCA GAT TTC CTG 
GT 
DsrA qR qPCR for DsrA GCT TAA GCA AGA AGC ACT 
TAA A 
mdh qF qPCR for Mdh mRNA AAT AAC CGG CAC TTC AAC 
TT 
mdh qR qPCR for Mdh mRNA CAC GCT GGA TAT CAT TCG 
TT 
DsrA KO gm30 R comfirmation for 
dsrA::cam  
TAT TCA TGA CTT CAG CGT 
CTC TG 
DsrA upstream F comfirmation for 
dsrA::cam  
ACT CCT CTT ACC AGG ATG 
ATT CTC 
FRT Upper Oligo 
for Hfq 
hfq::kan knockout AAA GGT TCA AAG TAC AAA 
TAA GCA TAT AAG GAA AAG 
AGA GAA ATT AAC CCT CAC 
TAA AGG 
FRT Lower for Hfq hfq::kan knockout CAG GAT CGC TGG CTC CCC 
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v2 GTG TAA AAA AAC AGC CCG 
AAA CCT AAT ACG ACT CAC 
TAT AGG 
DsrA knockout F dsrA::cam knockout ATA TGG CGA ATA TTT TCT 
TGT CAG CGA AAA AAA TTG 
CGG ATA AGG TGA TGA ATT 
AAC CCT CAC TAA AGG GCG  
DsrA knockout R dsrA::cam knockout TAT TCA TGA CTT CAG CGT 
CTC TGA AGT GAA TCG TTG 
AAT GCA CAA TAA AAT AAT 
ACG ACT CAC TAT AGG GCT C  
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PCR conditions consisted of denaturation at 95 °C for 20 seconds, followed by 
40 cycles of 10 seconds at 95 °C and 30 seconds at 60 °C. Melting curves were 
measured automatically after real-time PCR, or the PCR amplified products were 
checked on agarose gels to confirm the quality of real-time PCR products. 
Control reactions lacking template or RT were also run to ensure the quality of 
specific real-time PCR results. Target gene levels were calculated using software 
ABI 1.4, and analyzed by the ΔΔCt method based on equation 1. 
  (Eq 1) 
3.3.2 Methylation sensitive restriction digestion and real-time PCR 
Cells were harvested by centrifugation at mid-log phase and stationary 
phase. The hfq strains containing pNM13 or pNM12 were inoculated into pre-
warmed 30 °C LB media with 100 μg/mL ampicillin to an OD600 = 0.04. After one 
hour shaking (250 rpm) at 30 °C, DsrA over-expression was induced by addition 
of 0.02% L-(+)-arabinose (Sigma). Cells were harvested with OD600 values 
around 0.5.  
Genomic DNA was isolated using Generation Capture Columns (Qiagen). 
The restriction enzyme PspGI (0.83 U per ng genomic DNA) was used to digest 
genomic DNA at 75 °C overnight. A random genomic sequence within the fhlA 
gene that does not contain any 5’-CCWGG-3’ site was used as an internal 
control. Real-time PCR (ABI Fast 7500) reactions were run and data were 
analyzed as described above. Methylation levels on individual sites (M) were 
calculated based on equation (2) where Dobs is the qPCR amplicon detected 
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value across single or multiple methylation sites, and n is the number of 
methylation sites within each qPCR amplicon.  
   (Eq 2) 
3.3.3 Construction of pDCM-V5 plasmid and pRpoS-GFP constructs  
pDcm-V5 was constructed by inserting the dcm gene sequence followed 
by 3’-end V5 tag into pBAD24 vector. BamHI and EcoRI were used to digest both 
vector pBAD24 and PCR amplified Dcm sequence following manufacturer’s 
protocols (NEB). T4 DNA ligase was used for ligation at room temperature for 1 
hour following manufactory protocol (NEB), and 20 ng DNA from the ligation 
reaction was directly electrophoresed into DL1 (dcm hfq::kan) competent cells. 
The plasmid sequence was verified by DNA sequencing following manufactory 
protocol (Beckman coulter).  
Plasmid pRpoS-GFP was constructed by inserting rpoS gene with the full 
promoter region into the pBacEmGH plasmid. Arabinose inducible promoter of 
the parent plasmid was deleted to avoid the complication in later experiments 
because the DsrA containing plasmid is arabinose inducible. NsiI and NheI were 
used to digest both the vector and PCR amplified Dcm sequence following 
manufactory protocols (NEB). T4 DNA ligase was used for ligation at room 
temperature for 1 hour following manufactory protocol (NEB), and 20 ng DNA 
from the ligation reaction was directly electrophoresed into competent cells. The 
plasmid sequence was verified by DNA sequencing following manufactory 
protocol (Beckman coulter). One technical note worth mention here: since this is 
a single-copy plasmid with about 10 kb long, it is hard to get enough plasmid as 
  
M = Dobs
1/n
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template for sequencing. So as Qiagen protocol recommended with such a 
plasmid, I use 25 mL cell culture, instead of 1~5 mL cell culture, per mini column 
to isolate the plasmid.  
3.3.4 Purification of Dcm protein 
Dcm was purified according to the protocols described in previous studies 
(105) with modifications. Briefly, a total of 300 mL pBAD24-DcmV5 in DL1 culture 
(30 µg/ml Kan and 100 µg/ml Amp) was grown to an OD600 between 0.3~ 0.4, 
and then the protein production was induced by freshly prepared L-(+)-arabinose 
(Sigma) to the final concentration of 0.02%. Cell pellets were harvested after 
overnight incubation by centrifuging at 5,000 rpm/15 min/4 °C. Pellets were 
resuspended in 10 mL ice-cold buffer A (10 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.0, 1 
mM EDTA, and 10 mM 2-mercaptoethanol) plus 0.1 M NaCl, and 1/4 pill of 
EDTA-free complete protease inhibitor cocktail (Roche). Cells were cracked on 
ice by sonication for 5 cycles of 30 seconds with 2 min rest in between. The first 
purification step was carried out with pre-equilibrium cellulose phosphate column 
P-11 (Whatman) at 4 °C. Filtered cell supernatant was applied to the column. 
Column was washed with two-column volume (CV) of Buffer A containing 
increasing NaCl concentration (0.1 M, 0.2 M, 0.4 M, 0.6 M), respectively. Protein 
fractions were eluted with two CV of buffer A plus 0.8 M NaCl. Fractions were 
analyzed by Bio-Rad protein assay and SDS-PAGE.  
Hiload superdex200 sizing exclusive column (GE healthcare) was used to 
further purify Dcm with buffer A plus 0.4 M NaCl at 4 °C. Fractions from Sizing 
exclusive column were concentrated with 30k NMWL Ultra-15 Centrifugal Filter 
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Devices (Pierce) and dialyzed against storage buffer (45% glycerol solution 10 
mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.0, 10 mM 2-mercaptoethanol) twice overnight. 
The final Dcm concentration was measured by UV/Vis spectrometer at 280 nm.   
3.3.5 In vitro methylation assays and filter binding assays 
In vitro methylation assays A 39-mer dsDNA containing a single 5’-
CCWGG-3’ site was annealed in 100 mM Tris·HCl, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl at 95°C 
for 2 min, and then chilled at 37 °C for at least 5 min. DTT (0.4 mM) and MgCl2 
(10 mM) were added to the annealed duplex, and the solution was kept at room 
temperature until use. Methylation reactions were incubated at 37°C in 100 mM 
Tris·HCl, pH 8.0, 150 mM NaCl, 0.4 mM DTT, 10 mM MgCl2 with 25 nM Dcm and 
0.01 µCi Adenosyl-L-methionine, S-[methyl-14C] (Perkin Elmer) in the presence 
or absence of 0.5 µM Hfq hexamer.  
At each time point, 20 µL aliquots were removed and applied to pre-
equilibrated Hy-BOND nucleic acid binding membrane (Amersham Biosciences) 
on a dot-blot device (Bio-Rad), chased by 100 μL of reaction buffer (without 14C-
SAM or enzymes). At the end of the time course, membranes were removed 
from the dot blot device and washed in reaction buffer for 10 min, and dried with 
suction for 10 min. Membranes were imaged using a phosphorimager cassette 
and a Typhoon9210 scanner (Amersham Biosciences). The intensities of 
radioactive bands were quantified using ImageQuant 5.1. Assays assessing Dcm 
specificity were performed in a similar manner but using appropriate suBstrates.  
3.3.6 Co-immunoprecipitation assays 
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Overnight cell cultures were shocked at 30 °C for 3 hours with freshly 
prepared L-(+)-arabinose (Sigma) to the final concentration of 0.02%. 10 mL cells  
were harvested by centrifugation, and re-suspend in 4 ml cold cell lysis buffer (50 
mM Tris·HCl, pH 8.0, 50 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2 and 0.5 mM DTT). Cells were 
cracked by sonication in the presence of EDTA-free complete protease inhibitor 
cocktail (Roche). The supernatants were collected by centrifuge at 10,000 rpm 
for 30 minutes at 4 °C. 800μL of each lysate sample and 1 μL Anti-Hfq polyclonal 
antibody were incubated at 4 °C overnight with rotation. 40 μL Dynabeads protein 
A (Invitrogen) were pelleted and added to each cell lysate sample, and incubated 
at 4 °C for another 3 hours. Beads were then washed with washing buffer (PBS 
and 0.02% Tween20) four times. 40 μL SDS loading buffer were added to each 
reactions, and heated at 95 °C for 2 hours.  Supernatants were loaded on 10-
20% SDS-PAGE (Bio-rad). Proteins were transferred at 300 mA, 4 °C for 90 
minutes to Immuno-Blot PVDF membrane (Bio-Rad). Membranes were blocked 
with 5% dry milk in washing buffer for an hour at room temperature with shaking. 
Monoclonal anti-V5 antibody (Sigma) and anti-Hfq antibody were used for 
western blot at room temperature for 1 hour. After washing with PBS/Tween20 
for four times, 1:25,000 Dylight 549 Anti-mouse secondary antibody (Thermo 
Scientific) and 1:4,000 fluorescein labeled anti-rabbit secondary antibody 
(Abcam) were incubated with western blot for an hour, separately or together. 
After washing with PBS/Tween20 for six times, green laser 532 nm/ 580 nm filter 
was used to visualize anti-mouse secondary antibodies for V5-tagged Dcm 
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detection, and green laser 532 nm /526 nm filter was used to detect FITC labeled 
anti-rabbit secondary antibodies for Hfq signal with Typhoon scanner.  
DsrA RNA used in Co-IP assays was in vitro transcribed from DraI 
digested pBAU10301 with final concentration of 30 ng/μL T7 polymerase in 
reaction buffer (40 mM Tris·HCl, pH 8.0, 10 mM MgCl2, 10mM DTT, 2 mM 
sperimidine, 0.1% Triton X-100, 1.25 mM of each GTP, CTP, ATP and UTP) at 
37 °C for 5 hours. DsrA was purified by denaturing PAGE and ethanol 
precipitation. 
3.3.7 GFP fluorescence assays 
Assays were carried out based on previous protocol in our lab with some 
modifications (106). The modifications are as following. Instead of shocking cell 
culture with high percentage of arabinose, I only used optimized 0.02% 
arabinose. I also normalized all the data using total amount of protein 
concentrations in each sample.  
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ABSTRACT 
INVESTIGATION OF BACTERIAL RNA-DIRECTED DNA METHYLATION VIA 
DCM AND HFQ 
by 
DANDAN LI 
May 2013 
Advisor: Dr Andrew Feig 
Major: Chemistry (Biochemistry) 
Degree: Master of Science 
Bacterial small RNAs and the RNA chaperone Hfq play crucial roles in 
post-transcriptional gene regulation, often as parts of stress-response pathways, 
but little is known about their roles in regulation of gene transcription. A recent 
report showed that changes in methylation patterns caused by DNA cytosine 
methyltransferase (Dcm) were linked to gene regulation occurring during the 
transition to stationary phase. Here, we show that Dcm involves in the stress 
responses under nutrient starvation and cold stress. Dcm and Hfq together 
mediate gene expression under cold stress. Hfq promotes Dcm-catalyzed 
cytosine methylation at specific sites near the rpoS promoter, which is consistent 
with the genome-wide analysis and linking known stress response pathways to 
altered methylation. Overexpressing DsrA, an sRNA induced at low temperature 
to regulate genes required for cold adaptation, stimulates this DNA methylation 
behavior, showing that the regulation is sRNA-dependent. This represents the 
first example of an RNA-directed DNA methylation mechanism in bacteria 
responsible for modulating gene expression.  
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